February 2021 Rory Duff Newsletter

As I sat down on the morning of the 23rd January to write this February newsletter, a massive four
fold piece of synchronicity strikes finishing with this beautiful image being sent to me. (Thank you L.)
The incredible photograph of a Kingfisher was taken by Spanish photographer of the year Mario Cea
Sanchez. He had been going down to a small pond on the outskirts of Salamanca in Spain to get this
picture for over 5 months and said it took around 5000 shots before he got this one. He had noticed
the bird had a favourite place to dive for fish so he placed a branch above it for it to perch on. All he
then had to do was to wait.
https://www.biosphoto.com/photographe.php?id=992
This is a longer newsletter than normal, there are reasons for this and I apologise for taking up more
of your precious time. I have also had to have a long think about whether I should write about some
of things in this newsletter – they could be considered by some as both highly controversial as well

as supposedly knowledge that should only be released on a 1:1 basis to initiates who have spent
years working towards a revelatory moment. The clock is running now though, the gloves are off, the
threat to our future has been revealed so I have come to the conclusion that I need to start some of
the more delicate and sensitive bits of information that have kindly been given to me over the last
few years. There is no foreseeable better time to do this, so I am trusting and going with the flow
here.
There are some intentional spelling mistakes in this newsletter. As long as the first and last letter of a
word is the same as the original, and all the same letters are used as in the original word, the mind
of the reader can easily interpret it without altering the speed of reading. An algorithm cannot yet
spot key target words written incorrectly like that.

The theme of this newsletter is all about purification but not perhaps in the way you might imagine.
This is all about good versus evil.
But that phrase, in itself, is not at all correct.
We have been led to consider that good and evil are two ‘opposites’ as though there are two
different sides. They are not. This is just what we have been told to believe and to accept.
You see, this concept of duality has been born from the intentional, constantly present, division of
mankind.
In the seven Hermetic principles we are told that there is one about polarity “Everything is dual,
everything has poles, everything has a pair of opposites”
But what if these words have been corrupted here? Maybe there were really only six principles and
this was purposely added to deceive & mislead people?
You see Light and Dark are not two ends of a spectrum. In reality there are just either more photons
of light or less photons.
With temperature, we think of Hot and Cold. In reality there is either more heat energy or less heat
energy.
Yin and Yang are also both the same energy. They just both have their subtly different characteristics
and they are certainly not opposites.
With over 99% similar genes, Humans beings are also the same, but with subtle and important
differences – One of which I will address in this newsletter. I should perhaps say ‘12 of which I will
address.’
If we return now to good and evil, we can perhaps also see that all ‘Beings’ are on a path of growth
& development throughout their life, whether they want to do so or not. (I have added the blueprint
for life in the other section at the bottom of this newsletter if you have not seen or read it yet)
There actually are people who want nothing to change and those who do. There are certainly also
people with high levels of evil within them, just as there those with high levels of good within them.

In reality here though, one can see that as those people with more love, & those with less love
within their hearts and remember here that love has a two way nature to it.
We know too that power corrupts and blinds people so they cannot see the light of the path. These
desperate ‘Beings’ with little love will stop at nothing to defend what they have built up over the last
10,000 years.
They stay in power, keeping the status quo so that little changes for them, by being able to divide us
- Left versus Right, Black against White, Democrat versus Republican and so on. This leads to
extremism, violence, negative emotion and chaos, but more importantly for them, it stops change
and growth and natural evolution.
If we give in and accept their duality, we get drawn into their timeline to keep things the way they
want.
This now brings me to the synchronicity this morning amongst the members of a special interest
group that I am very fortunate to have been included in.
Dreams visions and other related events are shared within this group and what all unfolded came
under a discussion on Coherence, Convergence and Timelines and what has been recently going on
in the World.
In the last couple of days similar dreams and visions have pointed towards information about two
different timelines. T1 is all about growth, communication, cooperation and evolution. T2 is all about
domination, control and clinging on to power.
There is a growing morphic resonance occurring right now with a slow awakening going on across
the planet. There are growing numbers of people meditating and connecting with the universal
consciousness and it is beginning to have an effect.
With permission from the source, this is the post on Jan 21st that started the thread in the group.
“Something very big is about to happen
This involves a phase shift/change of state
It will be instantaneous and mind boggling in scope
It will be the collapse of the T2 wave function
T2 is the timeline the elites have been prepping
T2 is analogous to a heart bypass graft
Psychics, sensitives, religions, New Age etc have been diverted up T2
T2 synthetic reality and constructs hanging off this will wither
Timelines and consciousness are equivalent (Tau-mind)
Human rapid convergence into T1 coherence is key
Convergence can be physical, social, emotional or spiritual
Phase shifts occur when 1% of the population are coherent
Phase shifts also occur when <1% converge with force ('atomic bomb' effect)
Rapid convergence of very few will trigger T2 wave collapse (detonation)
T1 is the natural timeline for beneficial evolution of all
Humans are linked to T1 through their sovereign DNA

The vccanie is a T2 plug-in
ETs depending on T1 know this is a critical time for them also
Convergence is akin to the alchemical marriage
T2 wave collapse will not necessarily be evident to everyone but is likely to be marked by odd events
and phenomena
Individual reset will be through loss of consciousness (sleep)
With T2 gone all psychics etc will re-tune into T1, with no advantage for elites
A communal future will become consciously known and owned (no more secret agendas)
Trump's team may well be aware of this and are playing a waiting game
Biden's team, along with all elites, are left with sheer luck and desperate measures to recruit to T2
One of the many contributions that followed this was:“I guess there will be links in that all (morphic) form must come from source consciousness. The
notion that a person has an idea may be an illusion in the sense that source consciousness may hold
all ideas to which certain individuated awarenesses (people) may attune. So it isn't so much people
are spreading ideas but tuning in to that which exists at source.
We may think of the brain as a TV set and aerial which can be tuned into any Freeview channel. The
TV merely displays the programmes made and broadcast by the makers. A technologically naÏve
being would think there are little people and whole worlds living inside a TV, hence cats trying to lick
food from the screen during adverts.
When I remote view I am not going anywhere because I am already everywhere. What I am doing is
allowing my perceptual filters and conditioning to fall away so that I can merge with source to
provide an alternative experience.
The words ‘All points of space and time are connected’ were then pointed out.
A later comment came with a video on an interview with Bill Wood that I have added to the social
media section of this newsletter
“His main thrust is the merging of timelines to remove the duality that gets us into these messes in
the first instance.”
It was the mention of duality and its removal that I read this morning. I immediately saw this was
synchronous with what I had just been writing in this newsletter. Duality is going because people are
waking up to its illusion. It doesn’t exist. It was an invention to divide us all.
I should now also add first that I had just this week been running a group discussion group on Carl
Jung’s red book images. In these we find that Jung had come to the conclusion that humans had the
illusion that they could consciously fully control events in the World, when in reality it was the
unconscious world of the universal consciousness that was really in control. It led his to say “We are
tools of the numinous”.
In other words - The only true source of ultimate control comes from this universal source
consciousness.
So I posted this same quote of Jung’s to the group.

Very soon after I made that post, one member of our group, who had not yet read the thread,
started a new thread by posting the above image of the Kingfisher diving into the water. (I was only
wondering what picture to use for this newsletter this morning as well!)
For those of you who have read my work before, you will know of my connection to Kingfishers ever
since I wrote my first novel in 1999 – The Celtic Kingfisher https://roryduff.com/celtic-kingfisher/
Synchronicity has followed me on several occasions and in particular with Jung and his work since he
too had some major synchronicity with a kingfisher. At one particular occasion two years ago this
same group had lots of dreams and sightings of kingfisher over a couple of days at another really
important time where we had to sit up and take notice of what was being conveyed to us.
This new image of the Kingfisher diving into the pond and its synchronicity had not gone unnoticed
by others in the group with comments like “incredible sync with the idea of convergence, collapse
and merging of timelines.”
To see this image so soon after adding this quote from Jung, told me that all of us in the group were
on the right track and indeed, more than that, it meant that humanity was on the T1 timeline. It was
certainly time to explore more. Further confirmation and illumination on all this can be found in the
video link with the Bill Wood interview. I have summarised the key points later on in this newsletter.

The upshot of all this is that the psychopathic cabal are getting desperate. More and more of us are
not believing their fake narrative. There attempts to divert the timelines in order to try and take us
down T2 have not gone unnoticed.
Looking back at the past, when they definitely had more control over all the probabilities, was when
they got the World to accept relativity theory and the idea that when we are dead, we are dead by
saying that the mind just stems from Brain function.
Once we wake up to this deceipt and realise that there are other far better scientific theories, ones
that explain and that our mind survives after the death of the body, their game is over.
Unfortunately we have to expect more desperate measures from them in the near future. Alien
invasions, threats of World War 3, even more dangerous plagues are quite possible with their
holographic technology and current, near monopolistic, control of the media.

So what can we do and what more do can we learn about good and evil?
For me there are degrees of truth, degrees of freedom, degrees of order, degrees of light & degrees
of goodness & degrees of positive emotions. All of these, I think combine to become degrees of love.
We are all the same but with different amounts of each of these degrees. Just as we have to learn to
grow and develop ourselves along our path in life in order to increase the degrees of love within us,
we have to help others do the same. We have to help other see the need to live with love. (See the
blueprint for life in the ‘Other’ section of this newsletter).

What we should really now be looking at is the difference between love and less love. I will cover
this more later when we look at what one of the leading minds at the turn of the 20 th century had to
say on it. For the moment there is a more important question to address.
So if we are on T1, does this then mean all is well and that we don’t have to do anything anymore?
Unfortunately not.
There is still a growing polarisation in the World that needs to be understood and addressed. We still
need to grow and develop and this is where purification comes in.
This is also where group meditation now also comes in.
You see when people become polarised, they search out others who think the same way as them.
Millions of people around the World have parted company from their friends because of this.
Families have been split by up by divorce and children have suffered all because of people holding
different points of view because of this illusion of duality that is being forced upon us.
The truth has also become a major casuality. Having a good strong decision making strategy in order
to elicit the truth has become really important. If you are wondering what that means, just ask
yourself how you decide what is true and what is not true.
Is your strategy robust enough to be useful or even helpful for you to establish what the reality is?
This though is for another discussion another time.
What is important here now is to tell you about one of the most ingenious methods that could have
ever been devised to ensure whether mankind is ready or not for evolution.
Let me explain.
If we just mix with people like ourselves, group meditation will never be successful when we come
together.
Consider that everyone in the World comes with a number from 1 to 12. Think of it as being in our
genes. For the moment none of us though know what number we are and we don’t know what
number anyone else is. It is something we have to find out. (We are working on it )
Now we know that for group meditation to work successfully, we must find twelve people – each
with a different number so that we have 1-12 around in a circle. (Having two 2’s and no 9 for
example means that the group meditation would not be successful)
From what we can tell already where we have a room full of people who all have the same number,
everyone would get on wonderfully well
The trouble begins, when we have a room with mixed numbers in. This is because we are all
different and we have to work at getting along with each other.
The thing is that these differences are important and really significant when it comes to group
meditation. We need numbers 1 to 12 working & cooperating together – each with our own unique
abilities and functionalities.

A group meditation with everyone with the same number will just not work because some of those
necessary functionalities brought by those individuals will not be present. Even with one number
missing, it will not work. I will go into some of the reasons soon.
So, if we cannot put aside our differences and come together, and get together a group where each
person have a different number from 1 to 12, we will fail. It is not that timeline T2 then definitely
wins, it just means that collectively we will not benefit from the coming evolution of consciousness.
We all need to experience this, just one or two of us will mean we have history repeating itself for
another 12,000 years.
This is an opportunity to avoid that repetition if we prepare well in advance – Just like Mario Cea
prepared in advance for his successful photo.
You can perhaps now see the ingenuity at work here from the source consciousness.
Mankind will only be ready for evolution, if we can overlook our differences and work together.
Just one meditative circle with the people with the numbers 1 to 12 is not enough. Group meditation
all around the World, needs to happen in enough numbers such that morphic resonance spreads this
learning through the hearts and minds of every human on this planet. This meditation needs to be
now done on the sacred sites with the strong energy line intersections and done at the same times
during the year.

The next thing we need to be aware of is that when the right people stand around the circle, we
must know that there will be people amongst us that are different. But just like hot and cold, light
and dark, yin and yang, we are not opposites. We all have different unique functionalities that are
very necessary because individual meditation is not the same as group meditation.
In group meditation these different functionalities are all intuitively carried at the right time and in
the right way.
Don’t worry if you do not know what all of these are just yet – none of us do. It is something that will
be given to us as we get closer to evolution and further along the T1 path. Research into these things
is already occurring around the World by groups working on these energy centres and we are slowly
piecing together what has been given to us so far. If I get given this information, I will share it in
future newsletters.
This is now where purification comes in. In this changing cosmic environment, our sensitivity is
increasing, our empathy is increasing, our awareness of lies is increasing as so is our awareness of
our differences.
This is going to become divisive unless we purify ourselves. You see in a World where ego has to go
(as we move from individual consciousness to group consciousness), we must think of doing things
for other people.
This leads us to the understanding that the act of becoming pure is not for us, it is for others.

Our purity helps others to accept us.
They are less threatened by us and can therefore accept us more easily. This allows a greater ease to
exist between the 1 to 12 people and this provides the positive environment where we can function
and work together.
Indeed, one of the reasons we find good and pure people, often children, having visitations and
visions, is that there is a greater purity within them. This allows these special ‘Beings’ (Angels) from
the highest realms to be able to spend time with them.
Purity of heart allows this inter communication to occur without causing pain to these ‘Beings from
these realms.
So the question now is what we must all do to stay on T1.
1. Find our own numbers & help others to do the same.
2. Form a local group of people with numbers from 1 to 12.
3. Find a nearby sacred site, a symmetrical node and do group meditation there during the
harmony times.
4. Connect with the universal energies at the node and listen out for what we should be doing
and learning.
5. Start along the path of purification
6. Stay positive and help others to do the same.
There is much in here that needs further discussion and learning & I will address some of this in this
newsletter and return to the rest over time.
For now though, we need to look at the clues in regards to the 12 different people.

Reminder – The next harmony time begins the day before the Spring Equinox on March 19th. The
aim is for everyone to tune in between midday and 1.00pm (your own time zone) at Sacred sites all
around the World.
I am looking to take my daily exercise that day and time at my favourite site in Wiltshire in the UK –
no doubt I will see a few of you walking there too.

Earth Energies
Many people new to sensing these energy lines can get easily confused by what they find. It is good
to start here by explaining what the early experts have found.
An energy line has two outer edges and several bands of energy within those edges. These energy
bands are differentiated in ways we do not yet fully understand but the predominant flow directions
in each band constantly change. The two outer bands have similar flow directions and the outer
edges of these bands are the outer edges of the energy line itself.

The next two inner bands also have similar flow directions. There are normally nine bands with the
central band being the only one that does not have a similar counterpart.
What this means is that when you are new to sensing these energy lines, if the flow directions
between the bands are significantly different, it will be easy to pick up a reaction. Many people new
to all this, find the outer edge of the energy line but then go on to pick up the other side of the outer
band. Instead of finding the full width of the line, they think they have found a narrow line where in
reality, all that they have found is the outer band of the line.
Since the energy lines all widened by doubling their widths back in the summer of 2017, this has
become an increasing problem for beginners.
The problem can continue if not checked. For example - further sensing may pick up the other outer
band the other side of the large energy line and, because the two outer bands have similar flow
directions, they then go on to think that they have found a pair of thin energy lines, having missed all
the other inner bands and the real width of the energy line.
You can perhaps see now how easy it is to make mistakes when working with invisible energies.
What compounds the complexity is when energy lines intersect one another and this is harder still
when many energy lines come together in a node. On these occasions these wide lines have a
massive overlap with one another and the only way to determine what you are trying to track is to
resort to asking to find/sense the central line of the central band of energy as these, on all the lines,
only all cross over at the very point of the node.
This now takes us to the point of why I am telling you all this.
When experienced people have learnt to track the centres of these energy lines, something strange
can then occur.
I first discovered this whilst taking a group of people experienced in this field to a location called the
Sanctuary in the Avebury stone circle complex in the UK. Avebury is the UK’s largest stone circle but
it is also surrounded by other energetically interesting sites as the St Michael and St Mary earth
energy lines cross over at three locations there. (Windmill hill, Avebury circle & the Sanctuary)
The Sanctuary used to be the site of a timber circle. Several tall tree trunks were set in several circles
within circles there and they may well have had a roof.
Six of us decided we would each look for the exact centre lines of the St Michael and St Mary lines
and to see where these centre lines crossed over (It is not in the middle of the timber circles!).
Each of us independently found the centre line of the St Michael line and then the St Mary line and
went on to see where our centres crossed. We all did this at the same time and all six of us finished
up in an exact hexagonal circle about two feet apart from each other. Each of us knew we were on
the spot where we had personally found the intersection.
The significance was not lost on us but the understanding was not there yet. Two hours later we did
the same exercise around a small node between the two Longstones – also part of the Avebury
complex.

On completion, we found that all six of us again were in a hexagonal circle and in the exact same
positions with the same people opposite us and beside us.
It was as though we each had a unique position around the real central point of the node.
I have done this exercise with several different groups since sometimes we found a gap where no
one stood and on these occasions, two people found their intersection was on exactly the same
spot.
The key learning point here was that we each had something different with in us that led us to find
the centres at a slightly different place.
Now these were small nodes. When you do the exercise on 4 th order nodes and larger, you find 12
different places.
It is as though there are twelve different types of people who are supposed to stand on these
specific positions around the node.
This was discovered nearly 10 years ago now and since then we have learnt from other sources that
the differences extend to different abilities and skills.
At this point in time, we have come to realise that we need to find the right twelve people to gather
around a sacred site node. We also need to begin to find out what we need to learn about successful
group meditation.
How that came about is a tale for another time but perhaps you can now see why we must now all
find our numbers from 1 to 12.
Something inside you will be telling you now that this is not new to you and you would be right.
There is a ‘knowing’ here and in the books section of this newsletter there is something that will
hopefully serve as a reminder for you and why, deep down, you know this.

Science
The mainstream scientific narrative is that mind is part of brain function and psychology and
psychologists are the guardians of this position. Aside from it being ludicrously illogical to try and
make progress in life with only one working theory at a time, it is also illogical to just dismiss
observations just because that do not conform to an artificial ‘consensus of opinion’.
Science does not work that way, it never has, but it has been corrupted to become like this to
maintain the narrative of the psychopaths.
For one, they choose to dismiss all the scientifically proven observations of healing, telepathy,
dreaming the future, mediumship and survival after death.
I am not aiming to outline the evidence for these in this newsletter though, but rather to look
further into what we don’t know.

What is important is to see how much science has found out for us and what it chooses to dismiss or
hide from us.
When we do this, we can see how it helps us in regard to the theme of purification in this newsletter
and I want to start by looking at the brain as that is still importantly connected to the mind.

The brain is extraordinarily complex and scientists are still learning more about it every day. Ever
since they have done this though, other people have unfortunately filled in the unknown gaps with a
mixture of fact and fiction.
For example many people think that human beings use only 10% of their brain. This though is a
commonly held myth.
The following are some facts we do know about the mind and the brain.
Functional MRI scans (not normal MRI scans) show that even simple activities require almost all of
the brain to be active.
The reductionist approach that says mind is purely part of brain function has never been validated.
That the mind survives after death has never been disproved.
Many people have tried to prove that mind is purely part of brain function, but have been stumped
when it comes to seemingly simple things like explaining how anaesthetics work – the truth is they
simply don’t know. Just watch an anaesthetist try and answer this awkward question – they hate it.
Some people might at this stage point to Penrose and Hammeroff’s (One is a mathematician, the
other an anaesthetist) work on microtubules and the concepts of ‘Objective Reduction’ and
‘Orchestrated Reduction’. I studied their original papers back in 1999 and they didn’t hold then and
they still don’t now – and one of the reasons was their total desire to incorporate relativity theory
into their arguments. The necessary quantum coherence that they think can be sustained within the
microtubules, unfortunately cannot work with their Copenhagen interpretation and the collapse of
the wave function. One of these has to be wrong. To my mind both are wrong.
I mention these things, not to say I am correct, but to try and get across to you that we really know
so little about the brain and the mind, that we really cannot dismiss one theory in favour of the
other.
It is logical therefore to progress with two or more theories and it is likely that all the combined
research will help bring us closer to the truth.
Now in regards to purification, here are some more helpful facts:- The brain represents around 2% of
a person’s weight, but uses 20% of their oxygen and calories. Around 73% of the brain is water and
keeping it hydrated is important as only a 2% dehydration will impair attention, memory and motor
skills.
In other words we need pure water and clean air.

Cholesterol plays a significant role in a person’s brain. Around 25% of the body’s cholesterol is
contained in the brain cells, without it, the brain would not survive.
Cholesterol is a type of fat that people often consider bad for their health. Contrary to what most
people know who have their cholesterol checked is that we have two forms of it. Good cholesterol
and bad Cholesterol. Unfortunately most quick tests check for ‘Total’ cholesterol which is absolutely
pointless.
In other words we need to eat healthy, unprocessed food.
The brain works in a similar way to a muscle in that we know now that muscle cells have memory. If
you use the muscle, it remembers the movement. If you use your brain, it develops and improves, if
you don’t, it will fail you when you need it.
In other words we need to give our brain a regular work out as well as our muscles.
Because the mind and brain and so interconnected we should take a brief look at observations made
on our memory.
Scientists currently consider that there are three types of memory - long term, short term and
working memory.
Long-term memory is a vast store of knowledge and a record of prior events, and it exists according
to all theoretical views
Working memory is not completely distinct from short-term memory. It is a term used for when we
plan and carry out behaviours. For example one relies on working memory to retain numbers in
mind whilst solving an arithmetic problem without using paper.
The difference between short term and long term memory stores can be seen in two possible ways.
These differ in duration and capacity. One is a function of storage over time and one is the capacity
to hold information at any one time. Short-term memory also decays over time.
Attention span can be measured here and this gives us an indication of storage capacity and of our
processing power.
These efficiencies within the working memory also differ between individuals.
In other words science really hasn’t got that far in explaining how the mind works in regards to
understanding memory with its reductionist approach.
It seems that all that has been established is that focus, attention and awareness are helpful in in
establishing better mental skills.
If we instead consider that our minds are more than just brain function and also connected to a
universal mind, we can begin to see that part of our memory might be held somewhere else – the
unconscious World.
Using focus, attention and awareness the right way would now seem to point to a way in which we
can learn more about this unconscious World.

The great psychologist Carl Jung dared to venture further into this World to investigate and what he
found, worried him greatly. It soon became apparent to him that his whole legacy of psychoanalysis,
one that was doing so much good for people, would be under threat if he revealed what he had
found out.
He knew too that, if he did not ‘toe the line’ and follow the mainstream narrative, he would be
called out. His character would be called into question, his work would be trashed and he would be
labelled as a ‘crank’ and his legacy would be given its death.
For this reason he did not want the contents of his black books and his red book to be made public
till long after his death. Fortunately for us, we are living in a time, when they have been published.
Jung had discovered so much about the unconscious World through his inner visualisations that it
has really helped us learn much more about it.
His quote “We are tools of the numinous” says so much. There are other Worlds of Spirit with real
‘Beings’ living on them, there is a universal consciousness that is constantly creating and controlling
everything.
We are given free choice on this World for a reason – to learn, develop and grow for the benefit of
all minds and for the Universal mind because they are all interconnected.
Our memories are stored with this Universal Mind and this can be considered to be similar to the
way we store our computer files can be kept in ‘cloud storage’ in the memory banks of
supercomputers all around the World – all within in a pristine and pure environment to avoid
corruption and error.
When we access the unconscious mind, we are interfacing with part of this universal mind – the
purity of which we just cannot comprehend.
It is here we come to the really important part of all this.
What we have now recognise is that our environment is not static, it changes in rhythms and cycles
over time and there is a reason for this – it is all about learning and consolidation of that learning. It
is over these great cycles of time that we can now become aware of the effects of the increases and
decreases of cosmic energy. These two things are connected.
Increases and decreases of cosmic energy affect us mentally and this is connected to our learning,
our development and our growth. We have collectively done this several times and this is where the
consolidation of learning comes in and this is how we can build a base upon which to learn more.
In other words we will not be ready for the golden age if we are not ready to learn from it.
It is with this in mind that we need to now consider just how this increase in cosmic energy is going
to affect us and our minds, because we are going through all this again right now. This time though
we need to be prepared, we need to become pure of heart and mind and we need to get over our
final hurdle – getting along with one another. It is this learning that needs to be experienced and
consolidated because, if we cannot do that, we are not ready for the learning that comes next.

Cosmic energy, genetics & manipulation
Increases in cosmic energy in the past have always preceded evolutionary events. I write about this
in my past newsletters and in my book Grail Bound.
One of the researchers in this field is Professor Rollin McCraty who is a Psychophysiologist who
studies cosmic energy, geomagnetic energy and their effect on the human nervous system.
He has shown a clear connection with these external, solar and planetary, events with heart rate
variability (HRV) in people. HRV is the very accurate timing of the gap in time between heart beats.
He has shown that on certain occasions related to cosmic rays and geomagnetism, all participants in
his study group had HRV recordings that coupled and resonated with these the external variables at
the same time.
In other words, are hearts and our minds are affected collectively at the same time by certain
conditions of space weather.
We also know that cosmic energy can mutate cells in our bodies as well as kill cells in our bodies.
If you combine all of this information you get the following:We are going through a period of time, that happens every 12,000 years, where we will get an
increase in cosmic energy. This will collective, at the same time, mutate & change the cells in our
hearts and minds. Both of which are places where mind and memory is kept.
The most likely change is that this cosmic energy will switch some of our genes on and/or off.
It is already happening. Our hearts and minds are changing. We feel greater empathy, we are
sensing the lies more easily. Telepathy, foresight, mediumship are all things that are becoming more
apparent and yet there are no changes to our physical bodies.
In other words we are experiencing change but it is not changing our underlying genetic code.
In other words, our mind and our body are being prepared for the potential opportunity that is
coming. It is going to be up to us, if we take advantage of this.

Unfortunately, we now have to look at what other research has been going on.
Some of the following information comes from a paper in this January’s edition of Nature Genetics.
It is titled “m6A RNA modification as a new player in R-loop regulation". It was written by the
Dynamic Gene Regulation research group led by Arne Klungland at the Institute of Basic Medical
Sciences (IMB) in Oslo, Norway. More can be read about this on the Phys.org page on the link below
https://phys.org/news/2020-01-rna-effectdna.html?fbclid=IwAR1XlUm5SW9JlNX1B7bmO4oI6Zhp5IHv_NWvsrR-C6K2G3FCxrvOe5FHlD8

In the last few years there has been an enormous increase in an area of research called
Epitranscriptomics. (EPI TRANS SCRIPT TOMICS)
Much can be found about this in publically available scientific papers, but there is always research
that goes unpublished by privately owned corporations who like to protect their Intellectual
property rights before applying for patents. It’s very expensive research, so secrecy is maintained to
keep ahead of the competition.
Epitranscriptomics is all about making modifications to our RNA so that it can alter our DNA. It would
appear that RNA has a direct effect on the stability of our DNA.
For example, Scientists are beginning to see how modifications to RNA affect the development of
Cancer. The positive side here is that we may learn how to modify the RNA in order to stop the
growth of cancer.
They have learnt that where RNA binds to one of the DNA threads, in a particular way where that
DNA thread becomes the ‘sole thread’ (called an R-Loop structure), the stability of that ‘sole thread’
changes.
The stability of the ‘sole thread’ changes because of a chemical compound called m6A (6methyladenine).
It would seem that we have some genes that are important when it comes to this m6A compound
and when these genes are removed, or deactivated, from our body, our cells degenerate and stop
working properly.
In other words by injecting modified RNA into our bodies, it can stop specific cells in our body from
working. This would therefore include our brain cells and our heart cells.
It is not just those cells in general though. Some R-loop areas are associated with sequences of DNA
that contain active genes.
When using modified RNA, in a way that creates dynamic modifications of DNA and proteins, it was
found that scientists could selectively turn genes on or off without changing the underlying genetic
code.
This is called Epigenetic modification.
In other words, scientists can selectively choose which genes in our body they want to switch on
and off through injecting us with specifically modified RNA.
Now there are vast numbers of sequences of human DNA and scientists are still discovering what
each of them can do and we only know about the ones that have been published in scientific
journals.
This is therefore not beyond the bounds of possibility here, because we know so little about how the
brain works and how this interacts with the mind and the universal consciousness.
It is therefore also quite possible, that some privately financed researchers, have found ways to
switch on and off specific genes found in our hearth and brain cells that affect the functioning of the

mind within them. (Both organs have memory and intelligence and therefore a connection to the
universal consciousness as long as you are someone who accepts that mind is not just part of brain
function).
What is concerning now is that this can all be done without us knowing because it is not changing
our underlying genetic code.
In other words, in just the same way that increasing cosmic energy can switch on certain genes,
perhaps ones that raise our level of consciousness, injecting specifically modified RNA into our
bodies can turn them off.
If we go deeper down a possible rabbit hole here to ask a question, we must ask if some group of
people have found a way to halt the human evolution of consciousness by switching off vital genes
that are already begun adapting and changing due to the incoming & increasing cosmic energies.
Is treatment by injection of a modified RNA, really now another T2 event to try and switch us away
from the T1 timeline? It is certainly now feasible and possible with modern day research and
technology.
The question we might really want an answer to is whether this will work?
My guess is that the team on project ‘Looking glass’ are heads down to provide more data on this. (If
you are unaware of project ‘Looking glass’ I will cover it later on).
If this thinking is correct, and the psychopaths are trying to halt our natural evolution to halt the
change and keep their status quo, it might answer the question as to why alternative treatments are
not being allowed in many parts of the World to get rid of flu like fire-ess’s.

What is now interesting here is that there is an alternative vccaine that does not use RNA but
instead uses Adenovirus antigen, Adenovirus is another name for a common cold. People taking this
vccaine will not have the possible potential problem of having key genes switched off and on.
Unfortunately some governments will not allow their people to choose or to have this type of
vccaine.
What is interesting to perhaps know is that more and more 3rd World countries are buying this
Adenovirus type for their people. We don’t hear about it because it is manufactured by Russia and is
called the Sputnik V.
More about this can be found via this link https://sputnikvaccine.com/about-vaccine/
The pro’s and con’s of the two types can be read in this conversation
https://theconversation.com/from-adenoviruses-to-rna-the-pros-and-cons-of-different-covidvaccine-technologies-145454
Both pages provide great information in a world where information like this is being careful
controlled in many areas.

So what have two geniuses from our past have to say on the matter
Rudolf Steiner

I mentioned earlier that I wanted to return to the subject of good versus evil, or rather those with
love versus those with a lot less love in them. I want to do this now by looking at how Rudolf Steiner
saw all this coming.
In October 1917 in Dornach, Switzerland the scientist Rudolf Steiner gave a lecture titled ‘Fallen
Spirits influence in the World’. The full speech can be read here at the RS archives
https://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/19171027p01.html
I have selected certain parts of his talk below for you. Where he uses the terms ‘They’, ‘Spirits of
darkness’ & ‘Materialists’ you could think of parasitical psychopaths who want to own everything in
the World and rule over it with one government they also own. (Please note here that the following
is a translation of the original German language and, as such, may contain a slightly different
meaning that the one intended by the great man himself).
This is what he had to say back then.
“I have also spoken of the profoundly significant battle which took place in the spiritual regions of the
world between the early 1840s and the autumn of 1879. This was one of the battles which occur
repeatedly in world and human evolution.”
“They sought to get possession of an ancient inheritance of humanity”
“The spirits of light were using the old measures of controlling and guiding those souls.”
“The spirits of darkness wanted to gain control over this. They wanted to drive the impulses of the
spirits of light from those human souls and bring in their own impulses.”

“The first step must be to throw people's views into confusion, turning their concepts and ideas inside
out”
“I have pointed out that while human bodies will develop in such a way that certain spiritualities can
find room in them, the materialistic bent, which will spread more and more under the guidance of the
spirits of darkness, will work against this and combat it by physical means. I have told you that the
spirits of darkness are going to inspire their human hosts, in whom they will be dwelling, to find a
vcciane that will drive all inclination towards spirituality out of people's souls when they are still very
young, and this will happen in a roundabout way through the living body. Today, bodies are
vccianated against one thing and another; in future, children will be vccianated with a substance
which it will certainly be possible to produce, and this will make them immune, so that they do not
develop foolish inclinations connected with spiritual life — ‘foolish’ here, of course, in the eyes of
materialists.”
“The whole trend goes in a direction where a way will finally be found to vccianate bodies so that
these bodies will not allow the inclination towards spiritual ideas to develop and all their lives people
will believe only in the physical world they perceive with the senses”
“What man attains through the purification of the thought leads him to recognize the spiritual
behind everything. The physical becomes a symbol of the spiritual. He goes deeper still, in order to
grasp what is unattainable to thought. He then reaches a state at which he no longer regards things
by means of thought, but is directed into the thing itself, where the essence of it, and what one
cannot describe become accomplished fact.”
This foresight is certainly quite shocking but we must remember he was an exceptional person with
many skills.
Before, going further here, I would like you to know a little bit more from someone who was almost
written out of the history books. His list of inventions revolutionised the World - the hydroelectric
generator, the AC/DC electrical grid where just two of them that we still use all over the World
today.
So why did the psychopaths try to stop him. Well, have a read of these quotes from an interview he
gave.

The journalist John Smith interviewed the great Nicola Tesla in 1899
Here are some extracts from that interview:“Inside the Earth, there are energies of joy, peace, and love that are expressed for example through a
flower that grows from the earth, food that comes out of it and everything that makes it the home of
man. I’ve spent years looking for ways that this energy could influence people. The beauty and aroma
of roses can be used as a medicine and the sun’s rays as food. Life has an infinite number of forms
and the duty of scientists is to find them in all forms of matter.”
“I discovered a star that according to astronomical and mathematical laws could disappear, and still
nothing would change. That star is in this galaxy. Its light can be emitted with such density that it fits
into a sphere smaller than an apple and at the same time heavier than our Solar System”
“What is considered as empty space is only a manifestation of matter that is not awake? There is no
empty space on this planet, nor in the Universe …”
“First was energy and then matter.”
“Creation is eternal”
“Numbers and equations are signs that mark the music of the spheres. If Einstein had heard those
sounds, he would not have created Theory of Relativity. These sounds are messages directed to the
mind about which life has a meaning, that the Universe exists in perfect harmony, and its beauty is
the cause and effect of Creation”
“My brain is engaged in things more important than remembering, it is gathering what is required at
a given moment, that is, everything around us. You just have to internalize it.”
“Everything we have once seen, heard, read and learned accompanies us in the form of particles of
light. ….As a student, I learned from memory Goethe’s Faust, my favourite book, in German, and now
I can recite it wholeheartedly. I held my inventions for years “in my head”, before carrying them out.”

“I’m going to have to thank the visualization for everything I’ve invented.”
“I hear the thunder 150 kilometres away and I see colours in the sky that others cannot see. This,
expansion of vision and hearing, I have had since I was a child. Later I developed it consciously.”
“Life is a rhythm that must be understood. I feel the rhythm, I let it lead and I consent”
“In my feeling and experience, the Universe has a single substance and a supreme energy with an
infinite number of the manifestations of life.”
“The black is the true face of the Light, only we do not see it.”
Just from reading his thoughts on life here, you can get an idea of how differently he viewed science
and the universe and its potential to help mankind grow and develop. He was certainly going against
the developing narrative of building the religion of relativity that we see today that halts all
investigation into ether technology and the invisible Worlds of Spirit.
I wanted to add these words to the newsletter to give you a glimpse of how much better the World
can become once the psychopaths have been brought into correctional thinking facilities. Facilities
that will hopefully help then allow more love back into their hearts and minds.
Great men in our recent past – Steiner, Tesla, Goethe, Jung have not only had a major positive
impact on the quality of life for mankind, but they were also prophets. They have given us glimpses
of the future, some of which has already come to pass but much of the really good stuff is yet to
come.

Books
My book of the month here is ‘Twelve tribe nations – Sacred Number and the Golden Age’ by John
Michell & Christine Rhone (1991).
John Michell (1933-2009) was a researcher and specialist in ancient and traditional science and he
wrote more than 25 books – including ‘New view over Atlantis’. Christine is a writer who specialises
in landscape symbolism and she is also a translator of many important books.
What they both set out to do in this book is to show the significance of the sacred number 12 and
how the concept of groups of 12 is a universal one around the World and over time.
They also uncover a connection with this to the Grail and to Earth Energy lines and to the Golden age
so anyone who has read my books Grail Found and Grail Bound are going to love reading this book.
Anyone who has also done any of my courses is also going to be surprised at some further
associations that this book contains in regards to a universal truth that has been purposely
suppressed.
It also connects with this newsletter because of what I wrote earlier about finding the right 12
people to come together in group meditation.

To give you an example of the books contents they write about the 12 Tribes/Amphictyonies of
Greece and Asia minor, the 12 cities of the Estruscans, the 12 Gallic tribes, the 12 Saints of Georgia,
the 12 groups of Polynesian islanders, the 12 Ashanti tribes in West Africa, the 12 Norse Gods and
many more.
They cover the Apollo Athena alignment, the St Michael alignment and even the Jerusalem ley. The
is one I have mapped myself as it crosses another type 4 alignment in a 4 th order node which is
situated on the Temple Mount. This was where Solomon built his temple on a much earlier sacred
site (For more about that and its 700 ton foundations stones that have to have been placed their over
12,000 years ago read my social media post 140).
This sacred number of 12 can of course be extended to include the 12 tribes of Israel and the 12
disciples of Jesus and those who have done my dowsing courses might well be able to read into
some of the text where it appears that the node that was originally on Temple mount had been
moved by this group to the Mount of Olives for a equinox ceremony.
Could this indicate that Jesus knew about the significance of choosing the right people for his 12
disciples to gather and pray around a sacred site/node. To use the analogy earlier, did each disciple
come with a different number between 1-12 and did they not have to learn to get along with each
other because they were a fairly mixed bunch of people. We can only speculate here. (In regards to
the node in Jerusalem, it has since been moved back to the Temple mount, not by me, but many
centuries ago. If you read my book Grail Found, you will have a clearer understanding here of the
Templar connection and what they were looking for)
What has also been brought to our attention in the book is a lovely enigmatic link between the
number 12 and sound. The following is a short summary of this information on page 87.
One of the 12 notes in the musical scale was attributed to each of the 12 tribes according to their
zodiac sign. The music of each tribe was keyed to that particular note and was heard at all of the
festivals in their territory and it set the tone for sacred sounds in its temples. Each of the 12
territories had choirs that maintained a perpetual chant throughout the year. Once a year the 12
choirs came together to imitate with their voices the full harmony of the heavenly spheres. (This, I
suspect, is not a reference to the planets but probably the different matter frequency Light sphere
Worlds of Spirit).
Further references are made to St Johns ‘Revelations’. Included is his vision of the celestial 12 tribe
city – the New Jerusalem - which the writers are equating here, to the time of the coming Golden
Age.
12 Angels, 12 gates, 12 pearls are all further indications of the importance of this number in regards
to this change from individual consciousness to group consciousness when our solar system fully
enters the galactic current sheet in only a few years time.
This is now something that is likely to be deeply etched into our long term subconscious and
ancestral memories which is why some people reading this will know it is true as it feels true as it
resonates deep within them.

Perhaps this quote from pages 192-193 will whet your appetite to read the book. We can begin to
find in it even more symbolism that is mirrored in many of the Universal prophecies that I write
about in the book Grail Bound.
“A Jewish belief is that when the temple was destroyed, the Shekinah, the Divine Presence that
inhabited the Holy of Holies, left the city through the golden gate and that when the temple is rebuilt,
she will return along the same path.”
“The Muslim legend of the golden gate says that on the day of Judgement the Angel of Gabriel will
send three blasts of a Rams horn to announce the Resurrection. All the people’s of the World will
assemble on the Mount of Olives where Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Mohammed will stand beside
the scales of justice. After the judgement, the souls of those who have been rewarded with eternal
life will pass over a bridge as thin as a hair, as sharp as a sword, and as back as night stretching from
the summit of the Mount of Olives to the Golden gate.” (Note the horn with the one in Ragnarok, the
bridge in Goethe’s fairy tale and, for the really astute readers amongst you, the significance of the
sword when it comes to path.)
All in all it is an intriguing read that will join up some connections for you as well as add fuel to your
curiosity to investigate further some of the areas for yourself.
I added it here though as it begins to explain why we must find our own number from 1 -12 to help
us come together for an eventually successful group meditation.

Social Media
Before I start this section I must first apologise if I have not replied to any of your messages either
via social media or email. I will try to get to them all but I may miss a few. I am also sorry that I am
going to be unable to help anyone in regards to energetic information on where they live locally. In
the past, when I had a few spare moments, I was able to do this. Unfortunately I now have a backlog
of work for sacred site searches and location checks and I am working 7 days a week now to try and
reduce this.
I may have more time beyond May this year to return to this.

What I would like to start this section by reminding you about my recent social media posts
numbered 345 & 346 as this then leads into quite an extra ordinary interview which supports what
has been written earlier about the battle over the timelines. (For me this is all about probabilities).
I introduced the subject of prophecy and how the modern day bibles have purposely mistranslated
the original Latin found in the 4th Century Vulgate bible.

In 1 Corinthians 13 v12 we find the phrase ‘speculum enigmate’ being translated to mean ‘To see
through the glass darkly’. For me the phrase is a noun but the translation is more like an action and a
verb.
For years it has made no sense to people either reading it or listening to it. The real translation
though is ‘Looking glass mirror’. This now makes much more sense, especially when you read the
previous chapter 12 which covers prophecy but this chapter is never read out in church.
This is now referring to a scrying device and, back in the times of Jesus, and even the old testament,
prophets were generally accepted as people who could see into the short term future and the long
distant future. It was a natural human skill and all that you needed was to be trained how to do it.
In this video, you will hear about a secret program run by a section of the US military called ‘Looking
Glass’. It was all about training operatives to look into the short term future. Back then though this
future was not clear as what was found were lots of timelines all with differing levels of probability –
looking even further ahead in the future there were more probabilities and therefore more
timelines.
Advance knowledge leads to power & wealth (see post 347) and the parasitical psychopaths always
seem to want more and more of this. (Yes we must call them what they are and we must accept the
reality as well as recognising that they need help as well as the fact that they are actually helping us).

Bill Wood interview
https://youtu.be/MUwH3qT3fmY

The Interview in the above link was filmed in Feb 2012. It shows an ex US Navy Seal called Bill Wood
talking about his experiences working with the Looking Glass program which had been running for
over 50 years.
His job was to analyse all the data from the program to find the most probable timelines. This was
done by taking all the snippets of information from a variety of methods and analysing the
similarities and connections to try and come up with all the different possible timelines.
Up to 1987 there were many of them. After that time, the number started to reduce and in 2012 it
came down to 2. We can call them T1 and T2.
T1 is the natural timeline and T2 is the one that the psychopaths have been trying to take us down –
one that leads to World domination through one World government, one World currency and
slavery and servitude for everyone else but them.
As you will hear in the video, if you choose to watch it, is that Bill Wood thinks it is all down to trying
to stop the evolution of consciousness. You see the cabal know all about this and the consequences
to them if it happens.
It seems since 2012, T1 has become the most probable time line. The expression Bill Wood uses is
that ‘the timelines hit a wall’.

Long before then, the pyschopaths have been trying to change from T1 to T2 by causing huge events
– 9/11, War, changing Presidents, all to see if the Looking glass program would deliver different
results and probabilities and their long desired T2. They are still trying and we witness their
lockdown attempts right now today in the World.
What they discovered though, was that by creating a negative event like those just mentioned, at
the same time, a positive event was created. It is nature’s way of balancing things and we must
remember, there is no opposites, no duality – just minor differences of the same thing. So instead
we can consider the following:The is just one thread, with many spliced together timelines. It cannot break, it can only separate
into two strands that are just in the middle of the one longer timeline.
The T1/T2 divergence can therefore still be seen as one and the same thing and just a gap in the one
overall timeline showing two strands which indicates the present moment in time.
Right now, we see no gaps just one timeline, the cabal want to bring back T2.
This is now so similar to what we see in the Kingfisher in the image at the start of this newsletter and
its reflection.
Both the bird and its reflection represent the same thing. Light is distorted by the energy that makes
up the particles, that create the illusion of matter that is the bird, and this comes directly into our
eyes.
This same distortion of light also comes into our eyes via the reflection from the water. The result is
that here again there is no duality. The reflection is the illusion of that duality. It is all from the same
light.
This again displays what I wrote about at the beginning of this newsletter - There is no duality in
nature. There is a balance required between both sides of the same thing. Just like Yin and Yang.
What is interesting is that Bill Woods also says in the video that duality is an illusion and this is now
clearly seen as the timelines split into two or more and then merge again over time into one.
One thing I do need to point out when watching the interview is that this was recorded in Feb 2012.
Back then the T1 timeline was just becoming dominant and on the video this was linked to our solar
system crossing the galactic plane every 26,000 years. This was what was what was thought
astronomically to be correct back then. This is not actually accurate anymore. It is not about passing
through the galactic plane, it is about passing through something else.
Now we know that the time period is around 12000 years and what we now know is really
happening is that we are passing through the wavy, ‘Parker spiral’ of the Galactic current sheet.
Because of its large scale, wavy nature, we know that this happens to our solar system again and
again and again, roughly every 12,000 years and it takes 200 years to pass through it and when we
do, we enter a period of extended energetic harmony.

It is this that leads to the regular changes from individual consciousness to group consciousness
because of this continuous and stable 200 year harmony period. (See previous newsletters and
Social media posts on this).
Of interest to us now is that although the Universe is set on delivering T1 for us, we cannot sit back
and do nothing.
We have to exercise our ‘Free Will’ to stay on T1.
Choices must still be made and actions must still be taken. We have been given the opportunity now,
but we have to still take it and part of this is to come together in groups on the sacred sites all
around the World on the harmony times and to do what we are going to be taught to do through
making connections via the energies. We have to also become much purer and to keep our minds
and our body’s pure with our genes ready to be changed by the increasing energies.
One nicely put point that comes across in this video is that there are two types of people emerging
in more obvious ways than before - Those who are in ‘service to self’ and those who are in ‘service
to others’. This is truly one of the first signs of the movement from individual consciousness to group
consciousness.
We can therefore now consider that nature itself is changing and it is linked to the changing cosmic
environment which is in turn linked to these large cycles of when our solar system moves in and out
of the galactic current sheet.
We have to just stay pure & positive so that we can all more easily come together and work with our
uniquely different characteristics.
This is a natural move going on to a decentralised, inter – dependence between us all which is
unfortunately exactly the opposite to what the pyschopaths want to bring in – a centralised,
dependence upon them.
If you have read my December 2020 newsletter you will see the harmony that can come from interdependence and how naturally that will fit mankind when we reach the full group consciousness
that the cosmic energies will bring on for us.
Before we get to that though the battle we now face is with those trying to stop us getting to this
well-deserved Golden Age and we cannot ignore it.
They will continue to lie, cheat and steal from us and they will invent and start new events to try and
get us to change back onto their favoured T2 timeline so we must expect that and become even
more positive whilst making decisions and retaining our right to choose what we think is best for
mankind.

Before you move on to the other section, I came across this lovely and very appropriate poem that
was shared by the Parallel Community. It was written by Rabea Alchemilla and I would like to share
with you now to raise your feelings after the last few sections of this newsletter.

It is Time
It is time now
It has been time for a while
But more urgent now
No excuses
No more hiding
The time is now
To deeply reconnect
To the truth
Letting all else
Simply fall away
Letting the mind become still
Surrendering to the body’s infinite wisdom
It is time
To dance
To breathe
To laugh
To hug
To kiss
To come together
THIS IS OUR TIME!
Or have we forgotten
What we came here for
In the first place?
Listen
To the Inner Voice
Clear and Strong now
Calling us home
Home
To our true being
Home
Into connection with our Mother Earth
She holds us
Still
More than ever now
She’s always been the one
Holding,

Caring for us
And calling us
Back to our true
NATURE
How far have we gone?
When will we say:
THIS IS ENOUGH!?
When will a virus
Just become that
Again
A virus
One of many
Part of nature’s way
In deep respect
For all that WE ARE
For all our caring
Let us unmask
The unreal
And get back IN LINE
WITH NATURE
With love.
Rabea Alchemilla
Rabea is a local poet who lives within the Findhorn Community. This poem came from this website
http://newstoryhub.com/2021/01/it-is-time-by-rabea-alchemilla/?fbclid=IwAR1VBov_YviHnm3Vwz4S4nj5r5Sc7iBZlVvTPkfV5JkOioPbmkprFWncUc

Other
The following is supposed to have been sent out to all subscribers of these newsletters. Technology
seems to have failed to do this recently so I have added it below.
It is important to say at the outset if this is new to you that this blueprint is, and should be, work in
progress. It must be continually improved as we learn more, or discarded if a more appropriate
blueprint is uncovered.
By writing it, I am hoping it will be helpful to people on their journey through life. In many ways, I
wish I had come across this when I was much younger as there were times when it would have
helped considerably to make sense of things that were happening.

Anyway, see what you think and feel about it.

The Blueprint for life & the nature of reality

Can you imagine if you had been told when you were young exactly what the main reason for life
was all about?
Consider too if you had been told you have your own individual purpose in life but you have to find
it? Would that have helped? How successful have you been in finding that?
Would knowing the reason for life and your individual purpose in life be something you even wanted
to know? Would you perhaps consider it too late in your life to know the nature of reality or is it
never too late?
The following is a compilation of the common factors that the old Sages, the new Scientists and the
Seers from past and present have told us about life and the nature of reality. It is of course highly
controversial but that is because it is almost completely opposite to what we have been taught and
told to believe for the last few hundred years. That this is the truth is something only you can decide
upon – not just after reading this but perhaps after a much fuller and more personal investigation.
Sub-audible sound and vibration at the sub quantum level of existence makes up everything in the
Universe.
(Many creation myths from cultures all around the World suggest the same. The great Nicola Tesla
also stated that everything started from vibration and sound.)
A Universal consciousness on this sub quantum level grew naturally from out of these original
sounds. Sound and consciousness from then on were connected with one another.
(The Engineering Physicist Professor Pearson discovered how this could be possible and wrote about
this in his several books. This includes all the mathematics explaining this and the successful
predictions it made.)
With its growing intelligence, this universal consciousness went on to create many different Worlds
of matter on the larger quantum level of existence.
Each of these Worlds exist within the same area of space as our World but they are each separated
from the other Worlds because of their different vibrational frequencies. There is no need to resort
to the absurdity of multiples of dimensions beyond just three.
Each of these Worlds also has a very different environment from ours and some are completely
unrecognisable compared to ours.
(Read Seth Speaks by Jane Roberts where this nature of reality is explained in a beautiful way. The
different Worlds are called ‘camouflage’ systems)

On each of these Worlds, this Universal ‘Mind’ created a habitat for a tiny portion of its own ‘mind’
to experience. These different habitats, some of which even have completely different concepts of
time and space, were designed so that these tiny ‘minds’ could experience them and grow, develop
and learn within them. What was then learned by these tiny portions of ‘mind’ could then be added
to the overall growing knowledge of the Universal Mind.
(Here we have motivation and purpose within grand design)
These tiny ‘minds’ were placed inside life forms that can be called ‘Beings’ that live on these
different Worlds. Each of these ‘Minds’ perceive their Worlds in very different ways than the ways
we perceive our World that we currently live on.
Many of these ‘Beings’ are also all very different from ourselves. Some are highly advanced and
developed compared to us, whilst others are less developed and quite basic in form. This is in much
the same way that we also have many life forms on our World which have different levels of
consciousness.
(We have been told in the past that Aliens come from outer space. It is far more likely that they
instead come from inner space and in particular from these different matter frequency Worlds. Some
of these Alien ‘Beings’ way well have developed technology that allows them to move from one
frequency to another which essentially be from one World to another. There would be no linear or
temporal travelling involved as all Worlds share the same space. They instead would just appear and
disappear whilst moving from one frequency to another.)
Each ‘Being’ on all the Worlds has a ‘mind’ that has been developed up to a certain level of
consciousness from having had, and learnt from, experiences in these Worlds.
All ‘Beings’ have a body that lives a life and then dies. When the body dies the portion of ‘Mind’
continues to live on again on one of these matter frequency Worlds. As to which World the mind
moves on to depends on the level of consciousness reached by the ‘mind’ and the lessons that have
been learned in the environment that it was just living in.
(That the mind survives after the death of the body was something that was commonly accepted
over 2000 years ago. It is only in the last few hundred years that science has rejected the idea purely
on the ground that it had no theory that could explain how this could happen. Fortunately Pearson’s
new theory of quantum gravity provides us with a very plausible explanation. It has even passed Peer
Review in several countries around the World. It is just not liked by mainstream scientists as it does
not need to use relativity theory or the big bang theory.)
The one thing common to all life is growth and indeed this is the main purpose of life and the driver
for all ‘Minds’ – including the Universal Mind. The tiny individual ‘minds’ will have different ways
they need to develop and grow and this leads to finding an individual purpose to life.
There may be many lessons to learn in a ‘World’ that the mind is living in and it is quite possible that
the mind will have to return to that same World in order to continue experiencing and learning until
it reaches a level in which it can proceed into another matter frequency World where there is a new
learning experience.

The mind’s aim is therefore to experience things and then to learn, develop and grow from that
experience. This means we must be free to make mistakes in order to learn from them. Our
environment therefore was never meant to be a paradise where little or nothing can be learnt. It
was designed to be filled with challenges just so we can fail and then learn from our failure.
It is the failure to learn from our experiences that means our mind must at some time repeat a
similar experience. This can happen several times in one lifetime and if we continually fail to learn
from it, we are destined to come back to this World again to repeat a similar experience but this
time in the body of a new ‘Being’.
It is fortunate that there is plenty of evidence, if you look for it, that shows that the mind survives
after the death of the body.
(The new and complete theory of quantum gravity explains how the universe was created, how a
universal intelligence arose to create the different Worlds of matter and which explains how our
minds can live on after death – www.pearsonianspace.com for more details or you can read the
Appendix in the book Grail Bound for an introduction to the theory)
The mind and the body that we currently exist in cannot normally perceive all these other Worlds
just as they cannot normally perceive ours. Under certain conditions though, some communication
becomes possible.
(This could be seen to be the case when we see ghosts or when true mediums get messages from our
ancestors who have already passed over into the next World.)
All of these Worlds actually exist as an illusion – just as our mind is a fragment of the universal mind,
these Worlds stem from the imagination from the Universal Mind. All of the ‘Beings’ on all of the
Worlds perceive their own World to be real. They are all though just an illusion just as we too are an
illusion.
(The sub quantum world is therefore the only reality, the larger quantum Worlds are therefore
illusory and the larger classical world we experience only seems real to us as our bodies are of a
similar range of matter frequency as the matter in the World. Particle interactions and their
attraction and repulsion forces add to this illusion. There is nothing solid in the middle of particles like
atoms and electrons. It is all energy which is now supposed to have come from this sub quantum level
of existence.)
The only reality is the ‘Universal Mind’ itself (aka. God, Allah, Cosmic Consciousness etc.) along with
the tiny parts of the ‘mind’ that ‘Beings’ contain within them.
Our individual purpose in life, when our ‘Mind’ exists within a ‘Being’, is to find out what we are
supposed to do, experience and learn in this current body, in this World, at this time, in order to
grow and develop.
Your time spent on this World and the experiences you have all been set up in advance in order for
this learning to occur. Your mind even plays an important part in this preparation as do the minds of
others who will share the experience with you as ‘minds’ in other bodies of ‘Beings’ you will meet
and interact with. This does not mean you have to experience all these events and challenges. You

will still have free will and can choose what you wish to do. By doing this though, you may not learn
the lessons your mind needs to learn in order to progress into the next World.
We are therefore not alone in this task on this World right now. There are other ‘Minds/Beings’ here
to help us and there are also other ‘Minds/Beings’ on other Worlds that can and will help us if we
ask.
The reason help is offered and given is because we are all part of the same ‘Universal Mind’ and the
purpose for all of the Minds is the same - to grow, develop and learn.
Just as you are and will be helped, you must help others too. The key is to ask, and to learn to ask,
for help to come in the right way. These are the ways that have been kept secret over time so that
learning can take the time it needs. The secrets are only divulged to you when you are ready to learn
them.
(That you are reading this now indicates that there is a reason you need to know this now. One of the
main reasons is because of the coming transformation that has already started.)
One key point that has been rediscovered is that we should only ask for help for what we need in life
and not for what we want. What we need will be relevant to our individual purpose in life.
We are supposed to discover these secrets at the right time in our lives so that we can go through
the experiences and challenges that have been set for us.
In our particular World, we have been given the experience of linear time and the Ego. It is the latter
that allows us the free will to choose what to do and whether we wish to learn or not. It is the
former that slows down our perceptions for long enough so that our mind can gain greater
experience from what we find in this World. Our destiny is to find our vocational path for that alone
will help us develop and grow in the best and fastest way in which our ‘mind’ needs to.
What we find in this World is neither good nor bad for us, it is how we relate and react to what we
find, and then what we choose to do, that determines what is good or bad. What may seem to be
bad luck in the short term, could actually be good luck in the medium to long term. Your outlook on
life will affect the outcome whether that is positive or negative.
The Ego has an incredibly strong will of its own and this causes strong individuals to emerge in this
World that can be either good or bad for others depending on how we react to what these people
do. This has led to a highly dynamic learning environment with many challenges over time. This is
why our ‘minds’ sometimes have to return to this World many times and over many different
periods of time in order to fully learn what we must learn.
(The Cathars in particular tried as hard as possible to learn as many lessons as they could in order to
not have to return to this World again. Their idea of becoming a perfect person meant that they had
done enough to be able to move on. The Grail stories mirror this with the message being that a
Knight should become a perfect Knight in order for them to be able to experience the Grail.)
Because of the strength of the Ego an equal and opposite force can also be found in this World.
These two can balance everything out. Balance, equality and peacefulness also do not produce a
challenging enough environment on their own for us to be able to learn some of life’s more difficult

lessons. This opposite force to the Ego is found when individuals come together as a group. It is the
move from dependency when we are born to being interdependent within a group or community.
This is the journey to take as opposed to the Ego’s journey of moving a ‘Being’ to just becoming
independent. When people, or groups of ‘minds’, come together the right way their group
capabilities are enhanced and with this greater group awareness and interdependence the Ego is
brought under control. This does not make the Ego evil or undesirable in any way as its existence
plays an important part in the initial exploratory, experiential part of the learning cycle.
In addition to the smaller challenges we find during one lifetime, our ‘minds’ may have to experience
much greater challenges over many lifetimes. These can only occur when our natural environment
changes over long periods of time. This changing environment provides for more checks and
balances over time to ensure learning is not restricted and does not become impossible. If our
society is too restricted and controlled such that we end up with slavery the numbers of lessons that
‘Minds’ of ‘Beings’ could learn in these circumstance is dramatically reduced. On the other hand if
there was too much freedom and self-expression we lose structure and foundation and learning
then also becomes impossible.
(Nature always seems to look to provide a balance to ensure learning can occur.)
It is this last point that is now most pertinent to us right now. We have entered a transition period
where our cosmic environment is dramatically changing again. This will lead to mental and
emotional challenges. Some are already experiencing these challenges far more often than normal
and finding life very difficult, a few are finding quite the opposite. How we cope with this is our most
important learning challenge yet for this is what is leading up towards an ‘Awakening’ – a time when
our consciousness, our ‘Mind’, will potentially experience a huge advance in its abilities if we can
learn to ‘ride that wave’.
This Blueprint for life and the nature of reality is just meant to provide an introductory framework
upon which you can perhaps begin to make more sense of the World around you. Please treat this as
a hypothesis to test against what you find in the World yourself. Does it fit? Does it make more
sense than other views on what life is all about? Is it helpful as an outline to begin with?
What it has not set out to do is to say how we individually find our own vocational path and how we
can manifest what we need. What has been learnt about these things from the Seers, the Sages and
the Scientists and the details on the coming changes in our cosmic environment are covered in the
documentaries, books, workshops and discussion modules that I have created.
If you would like to support my work, buying my books and especially the novels and recommending
others to do the same really helps. These and other services I provide can be found on my website
www.roryduff.com.
Please feel free to forward this newsletter on to anyone you think would appreciate knowing about
its contents. Please do not forward it though to people who may not be ready for this information as
we must try and respect that we all have our paths through life and much is about receiving timely
information.
Thank you for spending your time reading this newsletter.

